In recent years, a number of research efforts have focused on presenting solutions for modelling and simulation of urban systems using automata-based models allowing a transition from large scale, aggregate spatial representation in a static equilibrium to much finer scale disaggregate forms where dynamic processes are the primary focus of the simulation. In this paper a conceptual framework for integrating of agent-based models with cellular automata, geographic automata systems and geographic information systems in the context of modelling and simulation of urban systems is proposed. The proposed framework uses Visual Discrete Event System Specification (V-DEVS) that provides integrated modelling and simulation in a virtual interactive simulation environment, in a such way solving the existing problem that multi-agent systems and geographic information systems separately do not provide truly integrative modelling and simulation capabilities.
Introduction
In recent years, new forms of simulation have come into popular use in urban and environmental research, supported by an array of interdisciplinary advances in many scientific areas, especially in the geographical and computer sciences. These models are most commonly based on Cellular Automata (CA) or Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) formalisms and are often applied to the simulation of spatial systems in dynamic and high-resolution contexts [1, 2] . Modelling systems behaviour with explicit dependency of the geographic space requires a geographic information support that is usually accomplished with Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Despite their potential for urban simulation, CA and MAS are limited in their geographic functionality when considered in isolation. The limitations stem from the disjunction between the tools and the understanding of the spatial dynamics of the systems they are used to simulate. The existing research on multi-agent systems (agents-centric view) and geographic information systems (resource-centric view) reveals that actual platforms do not provide truly integrative modelling and simulation of both views [3] .
A relatively new alternative for the research of urban systems is geosimulation [4] that is based on the concept of Geographic Automata Systems (GAS), which tightly couples spatial data and process models within a single, integrated system. Geosimulation is concerned with automata-based methodologies for simulating discrete, dynamic, and action-oriented spatial systems, combining cellular automata and multi-agent systems in a spatial context.
Although CA, MAS or GAS are intuitive and relatively straightforward for verification, they have an evident disadvantage -namely, they do not provide any common formalism for model representation.
The Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) [5, 6 ] is a generic system-theoretical formalism that is provided for the description and definition of discrete-event systems dynamics allowing to map systems specifications into most classes of simulation models (differential equations, cellular automata, etc.). For each class of model, one DEVS sub-formalism allows to specify one correspondent simulation model. As specification of complex systems often needs to grasp different kinds of simulation models, connections between the models can be performed using DEVS multi-formalism concepts.
The potential advantages of using the DEVS methodology for urban simulation are that it has a welldefined separation of concerns supporting distinct modelling and simulation layers that can be independently verified and reused in later combinations with minimal re-verification allowing to greatly simplify and accelerate model development. DEVS has also a well-defined concept of system modularity and component coupling to form composite models enabling a hierarchical model composition.
Although DEVS-based tools exist, which enable the visual design of simulation experiments and visualization of simulation data and results, the conventional DEVS formalism in an unmodified form is not suited well enough for integrated interactive simulation and visualization of hybrid systems.
Visual Discrete Event System Specification (V-DEVS) [7] is an extension of the DEVS formalism that provides an integration of discrete event and continuous systems modelling and interactive 2D/3D visualization.
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This paper proposes a conceptual approach incorporating concepts of CA, MAS and GAS into a common V-DEVS-based framework for modelling and simulation of urban systems. The proposed approach provides the following advantages:
• Common formalism for model definition and representation of geographical automata systems; • Unified basis for integration of systems modelling and computer visualization; • Seamless component-oriented coupling and synchronization of simulation processes, visualization and user interaction.
Background
Geosimulation of urban phenomena such as urban residential dynamics or urban sprawl requires using different abstraction levels and formalisms. In this paper, geographical automata systems are used for general specification of urban systems. Connections between the different GAS components can be achieved through a V-DEVS formalism to perform a detailed system specification.
Geographic Automata Systems
Conceptually, GAS combines CA and MAS models within the object-based framework and directly represents real-world urban infrastructure and social objects by means of discrete, spatially located Geographic Automata (GA) [4] . GAS paradigm has three basic elements: automata objects, relationships between them, and the rules of automata behaviour. Formally, it can be expressed as The GAS approach provides specification of geographic systems, but does not impose limitations on the ways the update rules S T , L M , N R are formulated, or how the dynamics of the GAS as a complex system are represented, investigated and understood. When dynamics of GAS model are considered, then a notion of "System" comes into focus. System theory provides a formal basis for studying GAS models.
V-DEVS Formalism
The integration of computer visualization is a feasible and effective strategy for the performance and quality improvement of current simulation technology in urban and environmental applications. 2D/3D visualization helps users to understand the simulation system more effectively, enables the visual analysis of large sets of simulation related information and improves confidence while studying and analysing the simulation results.
The formal V-DEVS methodology is suitable as a theoretical basis for hybrid simulation of discrete event and continuous systems providing a seamless component-oriented coupling and synchronization of simulation processes, visualization and user interaction.
An atomic V-DEVS model can be defined as the following cortège [7] :
where , The continuous state set can contain states for visualization, too, therefore
An atomic V-DEVS model describes both the discrete and continues processes. In Figure 1 , a general dynamics of V-DEVS model activity is depicted. 
V-DEVS-Based Formalization of Geosimulation
To interpret GAS paradigm with the means of V-DEVS formalism, it is necessary to translate all the components of (Equation 1) into V-DEVS elements (Equation 2).
GAS paradigm in the terms of V-DEVS can be specified in the following manner: • Geographic automata types K :
At an abstract level, it can be distinguished between fixed and non-fixed geographic automata. Both automata types can be directly mapped to V-DEVS atomic models:
• Non-spatial set of states S :
GAS non-spatial states can be directly mapped to V-DEVS states:
• Georeferencing conventions L : GAS framework for the coupling with GIS introduces two forms of georeferencing -direct and by pointing. In V-DEVS these georeferencing forms can be described using agent and cell models:
• Relationships to other automata N :
GAS relationships to other automata and neighbourhood relationships can be defined with correspondent couplings between V-DEVS models. • State transition rules S T : State transition rules are based on geographic automata of all types from K , therefore GAS state transition rules can be directly mapped to V-DEVS internal and external transition functions:
• Movement rules L M : GAS movement rules are transformable into internal and external transition functions of V-DEVS agent models:
• Neighbourhood rules N R : GAS neighbourhood rules are transformable into internal and external transition functions of V-DEVS cell models:
Each cell in the 2D cellular space can be specified as an atomic V-DEVS component: In this work, an agent is spatially positioned object, embedded in a GIS layer and agents can have either vector or cellular representations. Each agent can be specified as following V-DEVS model: For more complex cells and agents they can be decomposed as a network of sub-components.
Structure Dynamics
The classic DEVS and also V-DEVS coupled models enable pre-established links between atomic models. However, in MAS where thousands of agents interact with each other, the computational (mainly memory) complexity associated with pre-links between agents is not adequately supported in low-end computational systems [3] . Also, conceptually, relationships between agents cannot be always pre-defined. This issue is more obvious if only temporary links are needed to support dynamic interactions between agents such as regrouping (i.e. dynamic organization of groups), local and temporary relationships (i.e. dynamic relations).
Barros [9] provides a formal specification called DSDEVS for dynamic structure DEVS where the ability to initiate structure changes is supported by a central network executive. In DSDEVS basic models are the same as classic DEVS basic models, but the structure of coupled models can change over time.
Based on Barros' structure, there recently is proposed a formalization of multi-agent systems [8] using DSDEVS. DSDEVS is also applicable for creation of Structurally Dynamic Cellular Automata (SDCA) [10] by allowing to change connections between the cells according to rules similar in nature to the state transition rules associated with the conventional CA.
In this work, a V-DEVS coupled model of the modelled system is described using a DSDEVS-based structure: , ,
where GAS X -the set of input events; L × denote the size of each cell in two dimensional cellular space. V-DEVS formalism allows to model agent's movement by combining the time-based and event-based movement methods [11] . Assuming an agent's speed and movement direction through a cell is piecewise constant, the time discr ta for the next position update can be computed as follows:
where ( ) 
).
An agent by passing the boundary of the cell to arrive in the next cell initiates the dynamic coupling change event (Figure 2 ) that is processed by the executive model χ AM (Equation 6 ).
During the movement between points ( ) Figure 3 shows an overall system architecture that integrates agents and cellular space models. At the heart of the system is the V-DEVS cellular space model, which uses GIS data for cell space state initialization. To support an interaction between an agent and its environment, couplings are added between the agent and the corresponding cell where agent locates. These couplings are dynamically added / removed during the simulation when the agent moves from one cell to another.
Software Implementation
The overall software implementation architecture of V-DEVS environment is shown in Figure 4 . V-DEVS environment is composed of three modules -simulation kernel, graphical block modelling interface and runtime visualization system. The integrated simulation environment is based on Eclipse Rich Client Platform (Eclipse RCP) technology, a Java platform for building and deploying native GUI applications to a variety desktop operating systems like Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris.
Brown et.al. [12] have provided detailed various GIS coupling methodologies. To keep the modular architecture of the V-DEVS environment, the connection to the GIS has been made through a static loose coupling. In this kind of coupling, the data is exported from the GIS to the simulator. The specific GIS data access module is built around GeoTools, an open-source Java library for the development of Geographic Information Systems.
Example: Schelling's Segregation Model
In this section, the modelling process within V-DEVS simulation environment with an example of Schelling's popular segregation model [13] is shortly illustrated. This model demonstrates the possibilities of the V-DEVS concept in modelling urban dynamics. Several computational experiments were conducted with V-DEVS environment. The aim of the experiments were twofold: 3
To test and validate the proposed concept based on validated the Schelling's segregation model from the literature; 4
To demonstrate the ability of V-DEVS simulation environment for urban simulation.
Initially, model agents are distributed randomly in the cell space; they make decisions in sequence, according to a preliminary order established in advance. The initial spatial layout of the model is read from GIS. The residential behaviour of the agent is determined by the residential dissonance (neutrality or avoidance) between the agent located in a determined cell and her neighbours within the 3 3 × square neighbourhood around the agent' s location. Segregation dynamics images ( Figure 6 and Figure 7 ) were captured at present simulation times. The obtained results were compared with those from the literature and the model developed within Repast agent-based modelling environment, and they indicate that the developed V-DEVS-based Schelling's segregation model is correct.
The benefits of using V-DEVS for the modelling of this model include the possibilities to quickly create the structure of the model with the GUI. The user can interact during the run with the simulation. A detailed performance measurement and analysis of V-DEVS modelling for urban simulation is not a focus of this paper. However, the standard DEVS hierarchical simulator is inefficient because it scans in each simulation step all the coupled and atomic models in order to find the imminent models, which has the computational complexity of , where is the total number of models in the simulation model. This problem can be eliminated by using simulation engine that use advanced data structures to keep track of imminent models [7] . 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a conceptual approach based on V-DEVS formalism that can be used to address fundamental problems when modelling and simulating urban systems using conventional CA, MAS and GAS. A first analogy between GAS concepts and the V-DEVS formalism has been achieved. In this preliminary work a static loose coupling between simulation modelling and GIS is used, but in the future the dynamic coupling is aimed to implement. Future along this line of research includes validation of the proposed framework using historical urban data and developing more advanced urban simulations. More experiments need to be done, increasing the number of model elements in the network and the number of simulation scenarios, in order to have a clear idea of what reasonable limits should be imposed on the structure of the V-DEVS framework.
The future of urban simulation will include an increasing level of dynamics in the modelled world. These "extreme dynamic" models will create a more realistic and detailed world in all of the ways that a real person would. The proposed V-DEVS formalism acts as an effective basis for achieving such a dynamic multiresolution representation of the world.
